SIR NETWORK REVIEW
The Network to Date
Network ‘Tiers’:

- Core
- Project ‘+’
- Project + Events
- Project Only
- Project Discussions ‘+’
- Events ‘+’
Network ‘Tiers’: Core

Core
Project ‘+’
Project + Events
Project Only
Project Discussions ‘+’
Events ‘+’

Industry:
- Sims Recycling
- ReTek
- Zeronet

Academics
- Strathclyde
- Heriot Watt

Partners
- ZWS
- CS-IC
Network ‘Tiers’: Project ‘+’

Industry:
- CCL North
- Kinnotech
- Mackies
- Brand-Rex
- ACS Marine Risk Control
- The Turbo Guy
- Weir Group
- RWG
- Juice

Academics
- RGU
- Napier
- HSSMI

Partners
Network ‘Tiers’: Active

Industry:
- Islabikes
- BeYonder
- BAM
- JCCA

Academics

Partners
- GCoC
- CEED
- Fife Economic Development Team
Network ‘Tiers’: Project + Events

Industry:
- Angus Cycle Hub
- Menzies Distribution
- Highland Colour Galvanisers
- Campers Scotland
- Renewable Parts Ltd
- Kittiwig
- WEEE Scotland
- DPF Expert
- Recycle Mobility Centre

Academics
- UWS

Partners
- SMAS
- ECCI
Network ‘Tiers’: Project Only

Industry:
- Glasgow Computer Recycling
- Turner Wind
- Wheatley Group
- REL
- Vector Aerospace
- Dundee University
- Control Valve Solutions

Academics
- Abertay
- Edinburgh

Partners
Network 'Tiers': Project Discussions '+'

Industry:
- Gaia Wind
- Scott Group
- Marlin
- Wavelength Scotland
- Scottish Power

Academics

Partners
- SE

Core
- Events '+'

Active
- Project + Events

-
Network ‘Tiers’: Events ‘+’

- **Industry:**
  - Cirkel
  - Exmos
  - EurosSpray
  - WEEE Solutions
  - Reflex Subsea

- **Academics**

- **Partners**
  - KTN
  - Scottish Engineering
Network ‘Tiers’: Numbers

- Core: 9
- Project ‘+’: 12
- Project + Events: 7
- Project Only: 9
- Project Discussions ‘+’: 6
- Events ‘+’: 7